Why just point someone in the right direction when you can provide a path? *Gale Presents: Peterson’s Test Prep* is a valuable online tool learners can use for standardized test preparation, researching undergraduate and graduate programs, and finding tuition assistance. Additionally, users will find advice on résumés, cover letters, interviewing, networking, and more. The result? They are better prepared for the next level.

**NEW POSSIBILITIES WITH COLLEGE AND CAREER PLANNING**

**PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO PREPARE FOR EXAMS**
Full-length, timed practice exams and courses include:
- Career-oriented test preparation for information technology, teaching (Praxis), law programs, nursing programs (NCLEX), Air Force officer qualifying, military flight aptitude, licensure exams, and more
- High school test preparation for GED, HiSET, ISEE, COOP, SSAT, and more
- College test preparation for AP, CLEP, SAT, ACT, ACCUPLACER, and more
- Graduate test preparation for GRE, LSAT, MCAT, and MAT

**OFFER WAYS TO ASSESS COLLEGES**
Intuitive searches and quick results deliver information on over 4,000 accredited schools, including location information, tuition costs, majors, and more.

**EQUIP JOB SEEKERS**
VisualCV Résumé Creator helps users build and edit a résumé or even create a website. The resource also includes helpful articles and tips focused on writing résumés and cover letters, networking, and interviews.

**FURNISH PROFICIENCY RESOURCES**
Help individuals prepare for TOEFL iBT, TOEFL PBT, TOEIC, and U.S. citizenship tests, with quick access to eBooks and online practice tests.

Gale, here for **everyone**.
BE AN ONLINE DESTINATION FOR TEST PREP

Loaded with in-depth information on colleges, technical schools, entrance exams, career certifications, and more, *Gale Presents: Peterson’s Test Prep* helps everyone from high school and college students to job seekers—even those transitioning from the military—embark on new paths. Offer it alone or in combination with *Gale Presents: Peterson’s Career Prep* for a single user experience.

ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS

**Gale Presents: Peterson’s Career Prep**
A comprehensive resource offering personalized assessments focused on a user’s interests, values, personality, and workplace preferences. Also includes career videos, an occupational database and career library, military crosswalks, and a job search powered by Indeed.

**Gale Presents: Peterson’s Test and Career Prep**
Combines *Peterson’s Test Prep* and *Peterson’s Career Prep* into one single user experience to make accessing the products more seamless and promoting them even easier.

**FINANCIAL AID TOOLS**
Help students and parents discover financial aid sources and funding tips, with tools like scholarship search, financial aid award analyzer, college savings calculator, tuition cost finder, and more.

**VIRTUAL CAREERS LIBRARY**
Offer advice to career seekers on every part of the job search process, from preparing cover letters and negotiating conditions to thriving in their new position.

**RÉSUMÉ EDITING TOOL**
VisualCV Résumé Creator allows users to create visually interesting résumés, cover letters, and websites that can be externally shared with prospective employers using prebuilt templates. Sample résumés help users target their résumés for different job types.

**PRACTICE TESTS**
Set users up for success. Improved practice tests let users retake tests, track progress over time, view grade averages, create task lists, and more, to better prepare them for admissions and program entrance exams.

**24/7 ACCESS**
This resource was designed to align with user needs and schedules. It’s accessible anywhere and optimized for mobile use.